CALL OF DUTY



Gameplay: TDM 4 Men squad
PUBG Mobile has been the go-to multi-player shooter game on smartphones
for over a year now. This is where the more exciting Call of Duty Mobile
steps in. The gameplay format is similar to PUBG Mobile but faster,
smoother and gives you a feel of modern warfare. Unlike pubg You get two
different forms of shooting in CoD -- an automatic firing mode that will suit
every casual player, and an advanced, lock 'n load mode that hardcore
shooter enthusiasts will likely find more to their taste.



Judging Criteria: Wining team will be qualified for the next round



Competition Rules
1)No third party app(Discord , GFX tool)
2)No external hardware's allowed.
3) 1 player should use only 1 in game name.(use of multiple accounts by
single player is not allowed.)
4)No swapping of phones.
5)Charging port will not be provided so carry your charged power bank if
needed.
6)Net will not be provided .
7)No team up .If found the team or solo person will be disqualified.

8)No verbal abuse if found disqualified.
9)No refund after registration.
10)If the person fails to assemble on time the person will be disqualified.


Entry fees-200 Rs /per team.



Prize :1st prize :- 4000/2nd prize :- 2000/-



Contact Details

Vaibhav Kadam:-9970836988
Divyesh Pawar-7977313011

NOTE:1.

Players need to connect given room within given duration(5-7 min).

2.

If a match was incorrectly reported into our system, your team has 10 min to
protest the report. Match protest must include media evidence clearly
showing the results of the match. Teams are responsible for providing proof
of match results in case of disputes.

3.

If a participant cannot play at the scheduled start time , we will remove the
team for participating in the tournament.

4.

In the case that a player(s) disconnects during a match , the team is allowed
to continue to play the match at a disadvantage.

5.

No substitute players are allowed.

6.

Abusive behavior will not be entertained might lead to disqualification.

7.

Microphone will be off.

8.

Use your earphones and don’t complaint about the noise.

9.

For any queries contact the event coordinators.

